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Summary
• Goal: Improve cross-language IR (CLIR) for lowerresourced languages by improving IR on MT output
• Problem: Unclear how to optimize MT-IR pipeline
• Approach: Simulate low resource conditions using
higher-resourced languages and evaluate MT/IR
• Key Finding: End-to-end tuning, especially of BPE,
is critical as optimizing MT in isolation can hurt IR

Background
• Larger goal is to improve CLIR for languages such as
those of IARPA MATERIAL program: Bulgarian,
Lithuanian, Somali, Swahili, Tagalog, and more
• MT enables easy CLIR, but low resource MT-IR is
understudied, especially so for neural models

Data
• Ideally: parallel, relevance-annotated collections in a
variety of lower-resourced languages
• Absent such resources, we use Europarl and
Wikipedia to create the best collections we can
• Europarl relevance: BM25 for GOV2 queries
• Wikipedia: title as query, article is relevant document
• Selected German and Czech due to comparable MT
training data and sufficient Wikipedia articles

Models
• MT: fairseq fully convolutional model trained on 25k200k sentences of the News Commentary dataset
• IR: Okapi-BM25, Duet (neural) trained on Wikipedia

MT and IR Performance
• Used RBO (similar to Kendall's Tau) to assess
correlation between retrieval over MT and English
• Optimal BPE tuning for IR varies across collections
and only partially matches optimal tuning for MT
• Possible cause: better match between MT training
data and Europarl, smaller vocabularies support
better generalization (Sennrich and Zhang, 2019)
• Neural IR performance on MT is very poor

Negative Results
• Failed to improve BLEU-RBO correlation by
preprocessing translation before BLEU to match IR
conditions (stemming, punc. removal)
• Could not identify hyperparameters for transformer
that were stable across training data sizes

Conclusions
• Generally, better MT leads to better CLIR, but
optimizing MT in isolation can reduce IR quality
• No substitute (yet) for end-to-end tuning
• MT substantially degrades neural retrieval
performance, further work needed in this area to
enable usable neural IR over MT output
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